CMS Sponsors VŪHL For The R.O.C Nation’s Cup
Duel Automotive Industry Leaders’ Partnership Paves Way to New All Time Track Record

CMS’ partnership in the elite automotive industry was demonstrated yet again, January 19th in Mexico
City, as a sponsor of the VŪHL 05 supercar during the coveted Race of Champions event.
CMS is a proud supporter of VŪHL and their continuous advancements that have solidified them as
one of the leading automotive specialists in the world. VŪHL encapsulates the same competitive drive
found within CMS’ design philosophy for our machinery. To create top of the line, advanced,
machines.
Held at the Foro Sol stadium F1 track in Mexico City, this race is a demonstration of national teams
competiting for the title of “Worlds Fastest Nation.” Each team is a collaboration of the represented
nations’ most equipt drivers and state-of-the-art automotive engineering.
VŪHL, Vehicles of Ultra High-performance and Lightweight, the Mexican/American design company
that engineered the breath-taking 05 and the 05RR trackday supercars, achieved ROC’s current
number one seated fastest track time.

CMS North America is a brand that brings together five divisions with a worldwide sales and customer
service network. Located in Grand Rapids, Michigan, it is dedicated to the sales, support, and service
of its customers, their CMS machines, staff training, and long term interests for the efficient usage of
technology and continuing communication of its technological developments.
CMS is a world leader in technologies for processing a wide range of materials: stone, plastics, glass,
metal, composite materials, wood, and industrial component parts. The companies of the Group,
which exports 90% of its turnover, are reliable partners all over the world and established industries
operating in various product sectors: from furniture to building, automotive to aerospace, and boating
to plastic materials. Scm Group coordinates, supports, and develops a system of outstanding
industrial products, organized into 3 large and highly-specialized production sites in Italy, with 4,000
employees and a direct presence in 5 continents.
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